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         Inter:    We're talking with Mrs. Nora Soney on Walpole Island 
         and we're just going to have a little discussion on where she 
         lives and how she lives and how she used to live.  So, Mrs. 
         Soney, you want to give your name and age and that? 
          
         Nora:     Well, I'm Nora Soney, I'm 66 years old.  I'm retired 
         now.  I was born on Squirrel Island, well, a log cabin, I 
         guess.  And I was there till I was seven -- actually eight be- 
         cause I went away to school when I was eight.  We were probably 
         five miles from the school and so I couldn't go to school and I 
         was sent to an Indian school in Mount Pleasant, Michigan.  And 



         I stayed there five years, then I came home for a vacation.  
         Then I went back again.  I came home for vacations two more 
         years. 
          
         Inter:    Can you tell us where you went to school when you 
         were younger?  
          
         Nora:     I didn't go any place else but to Mount Pleasant, 
         Michigan.  That's all. 
          
         Inter:    And did you go to school there, and if you did, where 
         abouts did you go to school? 
          
         Nora:     They had an Indian school there. 
          
         Inter:    Just the residential school in other words? 
          
         Nora:     Yeah, that's where I went. 
          
         Inter:    Can you tell us how far you went in school?  What 
         grade?  
          
         Nora:     I went to the eighth grade. 
          
         Inter:    Grade eight? 
          
         Nora:     Yeah, then they found out I was a Canadian Indian. 
         They asked my dad if I was a Canadian born Indian, the 
         government, the United States government, and he said yes.  
         There were others there besides me, four of us came home whose 
         parents also were born on Walpole Island and they too were... 
         And four came home.  Some of the others didn't come home 
         because their parents didn't say they were born in Canada.  
         Then I had already registered for high school and was going to 
         high school in the fall and I came home in February, 1923, I 
         think.  
          
         Inter:    Can you tell us how you were taught, like how did the 
         teachers teach?  Were they really very strict and all that? 
          
         Nora:     They were quite strict, you had to behave.  It was a 
         very nice school.  The whole school was complete in itself as 
         far as all working facilities, educational facilities.  The 
         only thing we lacked was a church -- we used the auditorium for 
         a chapel -- and a store.  Otherwise there was everything there.  
         All the people that worked there were quartered there.  Some of 
         them that were married had cottages.  We had a hospital, we had 
         everything that we really needed at the time.  We were quite 
         advanced.  We had a beautiful gym, better than the town gym.  
         And we had boys that played in sports.  The girls were taught 
         housekeeping, home economics and domestic science, nursing, 
         sewing.  You could start your careers right there. 
          
         Inter:    You could start your careers on...? 
          
         Nora:     On nursing, home ec., domestic science.  Because 
         these are all the things you...  Oh, and you, we didn't have no 



         secretarial training there because then we went to high school 
         for that.  But we had everything else and we did our own 
         cleaning.  We worked, like on, like when we started out on a 
         Monday morning, then that was just when we went to school that 
         day.  But then Monday afternoon we worked, Tuesday morning we 
         worked then we went back to school again Tuesday afternoon and 
         Wednesday morning.  We took a whole day like, but in two days.  
         We worked half a day and we went to school half a day. 
          
         Inter:    How did the teachers act towards the students and how 
         did the students act towards the teachers?  Did they have any 
         conflicts between each other or did they get along real good 
         with each other? 
          
         Nora:     We got along real fine.  Even the principal used to 
         give us pep talks on how to get along in the white world.  He 
         would come downstairs and talk to us and tell us that just 
         because our skins were a little darker than anyone else didn't 
         mean that we were inferior people.  That we should stand on our 
         feet and if we got into any community, if we abided by commu- 
         nity rules and did our share in community aid, church work and 
         so on, that we would be accepted as long as we, we ourselves, 
         behaved like all the rest of the people behaved. 
          
         Inter:    Well, aside of the regular school, were you taught 
         by, are there any other people like, say, your parents or 
         somebody else that had some direct influence on you? 
          
         Nora:     Well, until I left for school, my parents and them 
         taught me, yes.  Whatever they knew, how to be honest and... 
         But as far as the school is concerned we had no problem whatso- 
         ever.  We also went to show twice a week, Sundays and Wednes- 
          
         days, because we had our own moving picture camera.  We had 
         dances once a month.  We had what they called a literary 
         society from fourth grade up in which each grade, four, five, 
         six and seven and eight presented a play, a debate or what have 
         you, different things.  It was a well rounded education we 
         received. 
          
         Inter:    What kind of things did your parents teach you or 
         your relatives, like, around the home or...? 
          
         Nora:     Well, I don't really remember that much because I 
         left when I was eight. 
          
         Inter:    You left very young then? 
          
         Nora:     Yeah, and I never came home again till I was twelve.  
         Twelve, let's see, yeah, I was going on thirteen, yeah. 
          
         Inter:    Did you learn anything else, by yourself, like by 
         just looking at something and deciding that you want to do this 
         and so you decide to do it?  Have you...? 
          
         Nora:     Well, yes.  Well, what I learned in school was 
         domestic science and home economics and this is what I worked 



         at.  I was able to set up meals myself and do cooking and I was 
         a very qualified housekeeper.  This is how I made my living 
         before I got married.  Because we were taught all this, how to 
         make menus, how to clean a house without anybody supervising 
         us eventually, because we were marked on our capabilities.  If 
         you didn't do it right, then of course you were reprimanded.  
         Your parents did that too, so... 
          
         Inter:    Was there anybody else that used to show you how to 
         do things besides going to school and that? 
          
         Nora:     Not really.  I read a lot of books because I was told 
         if you couldn't go to high school, then if you read good books 
         -- not only trash, good books -- that you would be able to 
         teach yourself.  
          
         Inter:    What else, did you do anything else besides school, 
         like after school and that?  Like maybe helping your folks or 
         going outside and doing something? 
          
         Nora:     Oh, after I got home from school and I stayed home, 
         yeah.  I've chopped wood, I've hauled water and I've broken ice 
         to haul water.  I did the whole bit.  I didn't like it because 
         our school was steam heated; we had electricity, hot and 
         running cold water and we cooked by steam.  We had great big 
         copper kettles like that.  We had 350 kids there, boys and 
         girls, but we were all quartered separately. 
          
         Inter:    So you did that while you were at school.  Did you do 
         that too when you came back to the reserve then? 
          
         Nora:     You mean helping my folks? 
          
         Inter:    Yeah, well, doing things like that, even after you 
         got married? 
          
         Nora:     Oh yeah, before we moved away from here.  Wally 
         sailed so I was father and mother for quite some time for the 
         kids.  So I would, if we didn't have wood, I had to get it.  
         And you couldn't always buy wood from people because they 
         didn't, sometimes they didn't have it.  And we did all this 
         ourselves.  I've done this work because we had no electric 
         lights and no oil heat.  So I was, I did all this, yes. 
          
         Inter:    Yeah, so you had it pretty rough in other words. 
          
         Nora:     Yes, I did.  And we washed on a washboard.  (laughs) 
          
         Inter:    Right now, in your age now, is there any other 
         people, like do you help teach other people, younger people?  
          
         Nora:     Well, if anybody wants advice, I'm willing to give 
         it.  Oh, I also, when we lived on Arson's(?) Island, we lived 
         there about, oh, twenty-one years, almost twenty-two years.  I 
         was Sunday School teacher, I was the president of the PTA and 
         secretary at times.  And then I worked in the church, I was 
         worship chairman for ten years in the WA.  Because we spent a 



         long time there.  All our children grew up away from home here. 
          
         Inter:    Do you still help teach people around the reserve 
         right now? 
          
         Nora:     Well, I'm not doing any actual teaching, no.  But 
         we're talking and thinking about it. 
          
         Inter:    So you're not doing any right at the present time but 
         you'd like to help. 
          
         Nora:     No.  I would be involved, I would like to become 
         involved, yes. 
          
         Inter:    What would you like to teach the younger people.  
         Like how would you, could you explain how you would be able to 
         help them out, like teaching them moral values or teaching them 
         the culture or something? 
          
          
         Nora:     Right, I would like to.  For one thing, my greatest 
         thing, the greatest thing with me is...  It's not a good thing 
         when they go from the school into town because there is a 
         prejudice.  It's not really, it doesn't really show and yet it 
         does.  And somewhere, somehow I would like to help the young 
         people be able to accept the barbs that are thrown their way 
         and not let it bother them because they're just as good as any 
         man who walks the earth.  There is no difference.  They have 
         the same brains, the same everything.  And I think with all the 
         advantages they have at hand, they should be able to cope with 
         the situation and go on out into the world for themselves.  But 
         to do this -- how?  This is what I'd like, really and truly. 
          
         Inter:    Okay.  What do you do for entertainment, like, do you, 
         you know...?  Like right now you're sewing but do you do any 
         outside activities, like around the churches or associations 
         and that? 
          
         Nora:     Yeah, I'm on the warden's board, the what do you call 
         it, board?  Church board, whatever they call it.  And I'm 
         chairman of the school committee.  And I like that.  I like to 
         be involved.  It's really your life if you don't get involved. 
          
         Inter:    Do you do anything else, like do you do anything off 
         the reserve?  Oh, any kind of clubs? 
          
         Nora:     No. 
          
         Inter:    Do you belong to any other kind of clubs besides the 
         school boards and things like that? 
          
         Nora:     No, no.  We did, Wally and I belonged to the, Wally 
         belonged to the Lions on Arson's(?) Island and I was a 
         Lionness. 
          
         Inter:    Do you find any trouble with any other people, like 
         talking with any other people?  Say maybe a younger person or 



         maybe a... do you find like a...  Is there any prejudice like 
         against you when you're around someone.  Or do you get along 
         real good with everyone? 
          
         Nora:     Oh, I get along fine for myself because if people are 
         prejudiced and I have to do business with them, I am going to 
         do business because it's probably something I need.  But as far 
         as letting it bother me, no.  Because if you know your own 
         worth, then nobody can really hurt you. 
          
         Inter:    When you were younger, when you were of the legal age 
         and that, of, you know, to go and work, did you go out and work 
         and help yourself to survive, like...? 
          
         Nora:     Yeah.  That's why I, that's where my domestic science 
         and home ec. came in handy.  I can cook for one or cook for ten 
         or twenty-five, whatever.  I learned all this in school.  And I 
         applied it. 
          
         Inter:    Did you work off the reserve or on the reserve? 
          
         Nora:     Yes, I worked off of the reserve.  I worked in 
         Detroit and I worked on Arson's(?) Island doing all the same 
         kind of work.  When we run short, you know, it's rough raising 
         ten kids off of the reserve but ten kids... eight, not ten.  We 
         had ten but we lost two boys.   
          
         Inter:    Do you, well, you still do work right now on your 
         committees and that? 
          
         Nora:     Yeah, I still work. 
          
         Inter:    Your family, when you were younger, did they all go 
         to church and that? 
          
         Nora:     Yes, they did. 
          
         Inter:    Did they have any other...?  Like they used to have 
         Longhouse religions and the Indian religions, did they have any 
         of those? 
          
         Nora:     No, not my children. 
          
         Inter:    So they all went to church? 
          
         Nora:     They all went to church.  And it was a must because I 
         think a church-indoctrinated home, if it doesn't do any good 
         while you're still young, when you start having your own 
         children, you're going to go to church for the moral value that 
         they will receive. 
          
         Inter:    Did your parents participate in church life?  Did 
         they go to church when they were young? 
          
         Nora:     Yes, they did. 
          
         Inter:    So I imagine you were sent to the Sunday School and a 



         lot of things like that? 
          
         Nora:     Yeah.  I didn't go to Sunday School on the island 
         because we lived...  This is the reason I went away to school 
         too, we lived five miles from school and the church.  So I 
         couldn't possibly get here so when they had an opportunity to 
         send me away, they sent me.  And I didn't feel bad because I 
         was sent away.  I liked the school where I was, I really did. 
          
         Inter:    Do you remember any of the ministers of the church? 
          
         Nora:     Yeah, I remember Simpson Brigum and quite a few of 
         the lay readers.  And from Simpson Brigum on, there was 
         Reverend Draper, Reverend Hall, and then from Hall, then we 
         moved away.  We moved to Canadian Club(?) first. 
          
         Inter:    Were the church clubs and meetings and services and 
         all that, are they still the same as they were before or have 
         they changed in any way? 
          
         Nora:     Well, they are the same as before only they have 
         changed in that they always used the hall, the parish hall, for 
         community work for the women.  They had what they called tea 
         meetings and box socials and sawing matches.  And they had 
         weddings, they had dances there which they don't now.  They 
         used to play cards there.  They had euchre parties.  It seemed 
         like the community was more close knit at one time than it is 
         now.  It seems like everybody goes their own way today and 
         there is no local socializing.  And I think we should have 
         that, myself. 
          
         Inter:    Yeah.  Did, yeah...  Well, so you still attend church 
         now?   
          
         Nora:     Yeah. 
          
         Inter:    If there was another, the old-time Indian religion 
         around yet, say the Longhouse religion that the Iroquois people 
         have, and I imagine the Chippewas and that used to have theirs 
         too, if there was still that religion still existing today, 
         would you attend it as well as you would church services and 
         that? 
          
         Nora:     I would go, yes, but I don't know how I would accept 
         it because I have never been to one. 
          
         Inter:    So you never have really experienced the old-time 
         religion then? 
          
         Nora:     No, not the old-time way.  I've heard of it.  My 
         family spoke of the old-time ways.  They indoctrinated me with 
         old Indian values.  I even heard stories.  My grandma used to 
         tell legends and...  But it was just all a part of schooling as 
         far as I was concerned because I didn't learn this in the 
         school.  By the way, when I left for school I didn't speak 
         English.  I only spoke Indian.  But I learned within a few 
          



         months because the girl that I played with -- she was an older 
         girl -- she would help me with everything, you know. 
          
         Inter:    Did she, you know, come right out and teach you or 
         did you have to learn from her? 
          
         Nora:     No, no, just for myself as things went along.  
         Because a lot of the kids that came didn't speak any English.  
          
         Inter:    Quite interesting.  Well, I've only got one more 
         question to ask and that's what do you think of the younger 
         generation, right now, today, like, around the reserve?  The 
         Indian people especially, what do you think of them?  Do you 
         think they should be influenced more by the older people that 
         have, you know, all the wisdom and that and that they can be 
         taught their values, along with moral values and cultural 
         values and that?  Besides the, like they go out and they are 
         really stepping far to the left of what society should be like.  
         Do you think they should be taught all these values? 
          
         Nora:     Well, yes, as a background for their education and 
         for their future living.  But not necessarily to go so far left 
         that they're militant because we've lived here for a long time 
         now and I do know that there is prejudice.  I know that the 
         Indians are not treated like they should be in the west and far 
         wests of both continents, of both, what do you call, Canada and 
         the United States.  But really, it's like turning back the 
         clock in a way.  You're going to go forward with whatever 
         education you have.  You will be accepted after you get out 
         into the world on merit and not on color.  If you're qualified 
         for a job, you will get it because you will have the qualifi- 
         cations.  But as far as just dropping Indian completely, well I 
         didn't drop mine completely.  But my mother said it was a 
         disgrace I didn't know how to talk Indian so she taught me.  
         She never spoke anything but Indian to me for a year.  I 
         learned.  
          
         Inter:    Do you feel these customs that should be taught to 
         the younger people, like the language...?  Like a lot of them 
         don't know how to speak the language any more. 
          
         Nora:     Right, none of mine do. 
          
         Inter:    And do you feel that if they learned to speak these 
         and learn about themselves that they could get along better 
         with other people outside of being an Indian? 
          
         Nora:     Well, now you answer me one question.  What do the 
         young people think about this?  Do they think it would help 
         them?  If it would, fine.  If it doesn't, if they really 
         sincerely don't think it's going to help them that much except 
         that they know who is what, you know, in the future, in the 
         what you call generations before us, of the Indians, then fine.  
         I say yes.  But if it's not really going to be of that much 
         value when they go out into the business world, then study 
         about the Indian or ask someone before it's too late that knows 
         something about them and then go from there.  Because no matter 



         what color your skin is, we're all basically God's children, 
         we're all born the same way.  We come in with nothing, we go 
         out with nothing.  I don't care if you've got fifty million, 
         five hundred million dollars, you leave it right here, it's 
         material stuff.  And I think you have to learn the spiritual, 
         moral, and material values of this world.  It don't matter who 
         you are, I think you will succeed.  I really do. 
          
         Inter:    Well, I'll answer your question; what, myself, I 
         think.  
          
         Nora:     Yeah, well this is what I mean.  It's better to find 
         out what the young people themselves feel. 
          
         Inter:    Well, myself, seeing that I was being around, you 
         know, through the white world and the Indian world, that I do 
         feel that, well, personally I feel that if I was taught these 
         things that I would, you know, I'd feel more myself than just 
         feeling a centred out, different colored person.  Because if I 
         feel that I have this inside me, I can feel that I'm, you know, 
         what do you call, proud or something. 
          
         Nora:     Right. 
          
         Inter:    And I feel that I could get along a lot better with 
         people like that because about two years ago when I first 
         started realizing what things were... 
          
         Nora:     That you were different.  (laughs)  This is it. 
          
         Inter:    Yeah, you know, I'd take the good side of things, I 
         wouldn't take the bad side of things and I'd realize what 
         things were about and then I found that I could talk a little 
         bit better with different people too.  And they maybe not, 
         wouldn't think the same way I would.  But they'd, you know, I 
         could talk to them a lot easier. 
          
         Nora:     Sure. 
          
         Inter:    Instead of feeling like I'm a centred out person, 
         that they will be, you know, looking down on me just because 
         I'm a different colored person.  So I think that the moral 
         values and the customs really helped me out.  As for all these 
          
         other younger people, I don't know about them.  But I think 
         they should be taught their customs and their values, what they 
         should know.  And then they can feel, you know, like maybe...  
         A lot of them don't have that good of an education and if they 
         could learn what they're supposed to be really like, that they 
         could get along better with other people and not feel bad 
         because they don't have a good education or that they don't 
         know too much about you as people and that.  So I think the 
         moral values and customs would really help the other people and 
         as long as it's taught in the right way and not in a real 
         militant, radical way. 
          
         Nora:     Right. 



          
         Inter:    So then you can communicate a lot easier with some- 
         body else.  
          
         Nora:     That's right.  That's right because for myself, when 
         I think about it now, my father and mother never had any 
         feeling of being inferior to other people.  My parents worked 
         across to Arson's(?) Island -- used to be Sansusi(?) then.  And 
         so they just got along everywhere.  They accepted themselves, I 
         guess, with whatever limitations they had -- if they had any, 
         because they were as fine a people, not because they were my 
         father and mother...  But as I myself get older, I realize that 
         they were well-rounded people.  They were Christian -- not 
         religious, Christian.  And they gave us of what they had and 
         they also spoke of the old Indians and they never spoke in a 
         deroga- tory manner.  They were proud they were Indians so we 
         didn't have any reason to feel that we were inferior.  And then 
         when we got to school, we weren't made to feel inferior there.  
         We were just kids that were going to be trained for whatever 
         they were going to do in life, of which they did. 
          
         Inter:    So you feel that the younger people would be able to 
         get along a lot easier if they learned to communicate more with 
         their older people. 
          
         Nora:     Right, and talk with them.  Because my grandmother 
         was always with us.  You don't have grandmas today in homes, or 
         grandpas.  And they were, they really were a big help because 
         when there's lots of kids...  Of course, I was the only child 
         for a long time.  When there are a lot of children, grandpas 
         and grandmas come in good for bruised knees and so on.  They 
         really are.  Because I know and now that I'm a grandma myself.  
         But yes, if they had books, they wouldn't necessarily have to 
         even...  Say if we had books that really told about the Indian 
         life, or people like that Fred Wheatley, that man has a fund of 
         knowledge.  Really, he is really good and he speaks beautiful 
         Indian.  And he's with the Indian Department in some way, some- 
         how, I don't know how.  But people like that, if they would 
         talk or even people like us, older people, who don't have no 
         prejudice or anything, could just sit and talk to kids.  Any 
         child and reassure them that it is a great world and all these 
         little barbs that we, that you get now and then now, if you can 
         overlook them, really, because kids are kids.  And they will, 
         they'll go along and say and do whatever they think. 
          
         Inter:    Okay.  I'd like to thank you very much for spending 
         your time here with us and I feel you can really help us out 
         and other people.  Have you got anything more to say or...? 
          
         Nora:     No, I would just...  I've been thinking of, like 
         getting young people together, young men and boys or smaller 
         tots.  How this will be accomplished, I have no idea.  But just 
         to reassure them that it is a great world and it don't have to 
         be spent all here and it don't have to be spent in booze and in 
         drugs or glue sniffing.  There is something better for them in 
         this world than that. 
          



         Inter:    Okay.  Thank you very much Mrs. Soney. 
          
         (END OF TAPE)     
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